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numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of the original
book (without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1881 Excerpt: .of coke burnt to
heating surface, in feet, 1 to 6. Grate space to capacity of fire-box, in inches, 1 to 178. Heating
surface to cube contents, in inches, 1 to 31. The total heating surface of each stove is 296 square
feet, and the radiating surface 779 square feet. The work actually done by each stove in warming
air is as follows: No. 1 stove--1,192 cubic feet of air thrown into room at 312 Fahr., outer air being at
520, difference 2600. By multiplying the cubic feet of air by its weight in pounds per cubic foot at 312
and by its specific heat per pound, which is constant at all temperatures, and by the number of
degrees Fahr. that the temperature of the air is raised--the heat units per minute are given as
under, and these, multiplied by 60, give the units per hour....
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Complete guide! Its this kind of very good read through. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this written e publication. Your lifestyle span
is going to be transform the instant you complete looking over this book.
-- Reilly K eebler  IV-- Reilly K eebler  IV

Undoubtedly, this is actually the finest work by any author. Of course, it is perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. You will like just how
the article writer publish this book.
-- Dr . Isom  Dibber t Jr .-- Dr . Isom  Dibber t Jr .
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